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“Everything is blooming most recklessly; if it were 
voices instead of colours, there would be an 

unbelievable shrieking into the heart of the night.” 
– Letters of Rainer Maria Rilke 

March is that awkward month between wonderful, beautiful 
summer and harsh, frigid winter. It might still be cold and wet, 

but evenings are longer, flowers may be blooming and the 
eternal optimism of spring is in the air. 
 

Spring is about getting back outdoors, taking weekend 
mini-breaks and planning summer vacations. Some 
important dates to remember in March include 

International Women’s Day on the 8th, St. Patrick’s Day 
on the 17th, the first day of spring on the 19th and Earth 

Day on the 28th.
 

Most importantly, spring ushers in new growth, new 
possibilities and fresh hopes. A chance to witness the 

incredible transition of seasons as the world bursts 
open in all new ways.  

-Kris Kirchen
Publisher
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The magnificent beauty of the cherry blossom has inspired poets 
and painters to explore its fleeting moment of glory for centuries. 
Since 2006, Vancouver’s Cherry Blossom Festival (April 2-26) 
has fostered a community of ardent aficionados of the gorgeous 
blooms by encouraging us all to discover the 43,000 cherry trees 
lining Vancouver’s streets, and to immortalize them through arts 
and cultural expressions in music, dance, theatre, film, visual and 
digital arts, literature and photography. 

Linda Poole, Founder and Executive Director of the Vancouver 
Cherry Blossom Festival (vcbf.ca), says she is often asked “ … 
how did you ever come up with the idea to start the Festival? 
My husband and I lived abroad for 13 years and every spring I 
missed the glorious flowering cherry trees at home in Vancouver. 
A Japanese diplomat friend, Knobu-san, shared stories about the 
age-old Sakura Festivals of Japan which sparked my imagination. 
Since Vancouver’s flowering cherry trees originated as gifts from 
Japan, creating a cherry blossom festival seemed the perfect way 
to express our gratitude for their generous gift and to celebrate 
the beauty and joy the trees bring to everyone in neighbourhoods 
across the entire city.” 

Every year since the early 1930s, a pink wave washes over the 
city marking the beginning of spring and inspires Vancouverites to 
celebrate their love affair with the soul-stirring flowering plum and 
cherry trees that line our streets and grace our parks. Originally 
a gift from the mayors of both Kobe and Yokohama, the first 
500 cherry trees were designated for planting at the Japanese 
cenotaph in Stanley Park to honour Japanese Canadians who 
served in WWI. As the impact of cherry tree plantings began to 
reshape the city’s landscape, we were smitten by their beauty as 
they heralded spring’s arrival each year.  

R E S I D E N T  F E A T U R E 

LINDA POOLE, LINDA POOLE, 
Cherry Blossom Cherry Blossom 
PassionPassion

By Richard Forzley
Images courtesy of Linda Poole 

Cherry blossoms have a way of 
opening our hearts. So when you’re 
cherry blossom gazing, remember 

there is no stranger under the cherry 
tree and make a new friend while 

you take in their beauty. 

Celebrating

1978-2018
40 Years

Photo  by Joseph LinPhoto  by Joseph Lin

With the help of a passionate board, Linda founded the Festival’s 
not-for-profit society in 2005 and launched the first full-fledged 
event in 2006. “Our objectives included public education, citywide 
viewing programs by walking and by bike, multicultural musical 
performances, exhibitions and installations – mostly all free.

“I believe in the power of the cherry blossom,” Linda says. “It’s 
appreciating the beauty in life and every fleeting moment that 
makes life worth living. In our universal response to their beauty, 
we are united. Especially during these times, we need to connect 
to nature. Reminiscent of the famous Issa haiku, ‘there is no 
stranger under the cherry tree,’ the ephemeral nature of the 
blossoms reminds us to seize the moment and celebrate life 
now. It is my unfailing belief in all of this that has kept me going 
with this beautiful Festival.” 

Specific programs offered by the Cherry Blossom Festival include 
‘Bike the Blossoms’, or guided walking tours of ‘Festival favourites,’ 
or Vancouverites get even more involved as Cherry Scouts by 
locating, identifying, photographing, recording and sharing their 
favourites. The general public can locate in-bloom cherry trees to 
view by sourcing the online, up-to-date Cherry Blossom Viewing 
Map, covering the 23 neighbourhoods of Vancouver and some of 
the suburbs. Also available is an Ornamental Cherries in Vancouver 
field guide, available online and in the VanDusen Botanical Garden 
Shop, meant to help everyone notice the beauty around them. It’s 
an invaluable aid for learning about the fifty-four different cultivars 
of ornamental cherries in the city. 

“I grew up in Alberta in the small rural community of Namao (11 
miles north of Edmonton), the youngest of four children, where I 
enjoyed the freedom of being able to roam the countryside and 
explore nature. Everyone knew [our] family and so we were very 
cared for and safe.” 

Given the nature of small town living, Linda has a very strong 
sense of community. “The Cherry Blossom Festival is when 
beautiful things happen and it has an amazing ability to open up 
our hearts, allowing us to be more in touch with our feelings and 
connect with other people,” she says. “The transcendent beauty 
of the cherry blossom reminds us to be mindful and present and 
inspires us to take actions that help make a better world for loved 
ones yet to come.

“I studied Education at the University of Alberta and UBC, 
changing my major to theatre with the goal of using theatre in 
education. As Artistic Director of the Cherry Blossom Festival, 
I’ve been able to use my training in Music and Theatre to create 

opportunities to explore the creative process with other artists and 
to share the resulting new work with an audience. 

“I believe the arts should be accessible to everyone so the 
Festival offers a variety of low/no cost opportunities for people of 
all ages. We connect the audience through dynamic and vibrant 
arts and culture productions, inspiring the artist in us all.”

After graduation, Linda moved to Vancouver where her sister 
Jo was living. “After regular family visits, I longed to live with 
Vancouver’s cherry blossoms, beaches and snow-capped 
mountains, so I moved here to work for Pacific Western Airlines 
and continued to enjoy six years of airline discounted travel 
around the world. 

“I left Vancouver in 1972 to live in a small fishing village in Ireland 
called Dingle then moved on to Henley on Thames where I worked 
for the Office of the President for Tupperware Europe Africa Middle 
East. When I finally returned to Vancouver, I worked for Carousel 
Theatre, the Arts Club and the VSO and founded DRAMAWORKS for 
young people in the lyrical setting of Klee Wyck, West Vancouver.“

Linda met her husband Christopher at a birthday party she hosted at 
her home at the time in Kits Point. “Chris grew up in Vancouver but 
was new in town as he’d just been seconded from the Department 
of Foreign Affairs International Trade (now Global Affairs) to work 
for Grace McCarthy.” They married in March 1992. 

“When I travelled with my husband to our first posting together 
in Kuwait City, I brought DRAMAWORKS with me to the Arab 
children at Bayt Lothan (which was another special place and a 
safe haven for sailors coming in from the Persian Gulf). I enjoyed 
our two-year posting so much that I opted to extend for a second 
two-year term to this [so-called] hardship post. 
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Edible cookie dough is a playful take on a beloved sweet treat. 
This version is totally safe to eat raw and is a great base for 
any mix-ins you want to add. 

Easy Edible Cookie Dough Base
Yield: 4 servings

Ingredients 
• 1/4 cup light brown sugar, packed

• 1/4 cup white sugar

• 1/4 cup unsalted butter, softened

• Pinch of salt

• 1/2 tsp. vanilla

• 2 Tbsp. milk or cream

• 1/4 cup all-purpose flour

Directions: 

Preheat oven to 350°. Bake the flour on a sheet tray for 
five minutes to eliminate potential harmful bacteria. Let         
cool completely. 

In a medium bowl, stir 
together sugars, butter, salt 
and vanilla until combined. 
Mix in the flour; stir until 
incorporated. Add milk until desired cookie dough 
consistency is reached. 

This cookie dough is simply delicious as it is, but try jazzing it 
up with these flavourful mix-ins:

For chocolate chip: add ¼ cup mini dark chocolate chips.

For macadamia nut: add 1 Tbsp. white chocolate chips and 2 
Tbsp. coarsely chopped macadamia nuts.

For monster: Add 2 Tbsp. mini chocolate covered colourful 
candies and 1 Tbsp. creamy peanut butter.

For rocky road: Add 2 Tbsp. melted milk chocolate chips, 2 
Tbsp. roasted salted peanuts and 2 Tbsp. mini marshmallows. 

You can add anything you want to this cookie dough base to 
make it your own. And don’t forget toppings like chocolate 
syrup, whipped cream and a cherry. Enjoy! 

By Chelsea Scott 

Easy Edible Cookie Dough
R E S I D E N T  F E A T U R E R E C I P E

Do you know a neighbour who has a story to share? Nominate 
your neighbour to be featured in one of our upcoming issues! 

Contact us at kkirchen@bestversionmedia.com.

Photo provided  by Tracy MoromisatoPhoto provided  by Tracy Moromisato

Photo provided  Photo provided  
by Farhan Hussianby Farhan Hussian

edible f lours
vegan and specialty baking

Always egg and dairy free, our baked goods can be ordered 
gluten-free, sugar-free, paleo and many more options!

ig: @edibleflours — edibleflours.ca — 604-734-8351

“I volunteered as the Embassy’s Cultural Attaché creating a 
number of programs, including an important major exhibition 
called “Dualities” by Canadian artist Gerry Grey on the invasion 
of Kuwait in which she juxtaposed the destruction of war and 
the destruction caused by nature in Canada. As well, I launched 
“Roots & Shoots” in the Middle East for Dr. Jane Goodall.” 

Outside of her passion for her work with the Festival, Linda plays 
tennis at Jericho Tennis Club, “ … which is about the only sport 
I follow on TV as it’s hard for me to keep still to watch hours of 
TV sports,” she says. “I love biking and walking Spanish Banks 
west as well as east to Kits Beach, especially down by the water 
when the tide is out. As gardening is a hobby of mine, I volunteer 
every year for the Heritage Society Garden Tour.  

“I have an adorable Old English Sheepdog puppy named Sir 
Balthazar Snow Bear of Bennerly Bobtail Kennels Dublin or 
Balthazar/Buffy for short, who I brought to Vancouver. And now 
we have Ali Cat, a ginger cat who adopted us and is very 
social, often introducing us to more and more neighbours as he’s 
forever getting out of his collar. He is so social he’s even been 
known to turn up at people’s parties! 

“I love our friendly neighbourhood, especially when I garden in 
my front garden and can talk to local residents as well as visitors 
to the neighbourhood who have increased greatly ever since the 
Point Grey Greenway opened,” Linda says. “I love being near the 
ocean and being able to see our mountains and Stanley Park. 

“We try to be connected to our local community and hosted our 
first annual Blenheim Block Party last September which turned 
out to be a big hit for everyone. The young boys across the street 
created adorable invitations and new neighbours from Mexico 
asked their family to send up colourful fiesta Mexican picado 
banners to hang from the trees to identify our gathering.” 

This focus on bringing people together was the initial impetus 
in 2006 when Linda first had the idea for the Cherry Blossom 
Festival. “I wanted to do something that would bring communities 

together, something that 
would get people to stop 
and appreciate the 
beautiful blossoms and 
give us all a reason 
to come together to 
celebrate the joy of life 
for a moment.

“In Japan, where all 
this appreciation of the 
delicate, transitory cherry 
blossom began, coming 
together to look at the flowers 
is called “hanami.” All across 
Japan from March to May, people 
party under the blossoming cherry trees 
where the partying can go on all day and into 
the night when lanterns are hung in the trees to 
provide illumination.” The Festival encourages us 
all to take advantage of the two short weeks in March-April when 
the trees are at their best and enjoy our parks to picnic, play 
games, tell stories, and dance beneath the canopy of flowers.

The main goal of the festival is to get us to stop and appreciate 
the beauty of the cherry trees in bloom, hoping that this kind of 
introspection will help us all gain a fresh perspective on the truly 
important things in life.

At the heart of the Cherry Blossom Festival is the desire to bring 
people together, to make us take a moment to breathe and to 
adopt a fresh perspective on life amid the speed of the world 
we live in today.
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TO MARCH 29 
Playing With Fire: Ceramics 
of the Extraordinary 
Museum of AnthropologyMuseum of Anthropology
6393 NW Marine Drive6393 NW Marine Drive
In this group exhibition 11 BC-based In this group exhibition 11 BC-based 
artists have created a series of artists have created a series of 
installations of ceramic works that installations of ceramic works that 
comment on the state of the world comment on the state of the world 
around us. Featuring the work of Judy around us. Featuring the work of Judy 
Chartrand, Ying-Yueh Chuang, Gathie Chartrand, Ying-Yueh Chuang, Gathie 
Falk, Jeremy Hatch, Ian Johnston, David Falk, Jeremy Hatch, Ian Johnston, David 
Lambert, Glenn Lewis, Alywn O’Brien, Lambert, Glenn Lewis, Alywn O’Brien, 
Bill Rennie, Debra Sloan and Brendan Bill Rennie, Debra Sloan and Brendan 
Tang, The collection of works tempts Tang, The collection of works tempts 
viewers to approach closer and discover viewers to approach closer and discover 
that nothing is quite as it appears. that nothing is quite as it appears. 
Individually, the pieces appear to be Individually, the pieces appear to be 
nostalgic, humorous, fragile, beautiful nostalgic, humorous, fragile, beautiful 
or unassuming, but closer inspection or unassuming, but closer inspection 
reveals provocative commentary on reveals provocative commentary on 
issues like social injustice, racism, issues like social injustice, racism, 
identity and censorship. There are identity and censorship. There are 
many layers of technical prowess and many layers of technical prowess and 
symbolic power to uncover in these symbolic power to uncover in these 
sculptures, superbly demonstrating sculptures, superbly demonstrating 
clay’s infinite artistic possibilities. clay’s infinite artistic possibilities. 
moa.ubc.camoa.ubc.ca
  
TO MARCH 29 
The House at Pooh Corner 
Carousel Theatre for Young People Carousel Theatre for Young People 
Waterfront TheatreWaterfront Theatre
1412 Cartwright Street, 1412 Cartwright Street, 
Granville IslandGranville Island  
Tickets $35-$18 Tickets $35-$18 
Winnie-the-Pooh and his friends are Winnie-the-Pooh and his friends are 
joined by their beloved Christopher joined by their beloved Christopher 
Robin, embarking on a string of Robin, embarking on a string of 
engaging adventures. The charm of engaging adventures. The charm of 
the friendships shared in this beautiful the friendships shared in this beautiful 
stage adaptation of A.A. Milne’s stage adaptation of A.A. Milne’s 
book blend enchanting puppetry and book blend enchanting puppetry and 
wonderful music, creating a story that wonderful music, creating a story that 
transports audiences right into the transports audiences right into the 
Hundred Acre Wood! For ages 3 to 8. Hundred Acre Wood! For ages 3 to 8. 
carouseltheatre.ca carouseltheatre.ca 
  

TO APRIL 5
Out of Concealment
Bill Reid Gallery of Bill Reid Gallery of 
Northwest Coast ArtNorthwest Coast Art
639 Hornby Street639 Hornby Street
This solo exhibition features the work This solo exhibition features the work 
of Haida artist, performer, activist and of Haida artist, performer, activist and 
lawyer Terri-Lynn Williams-Davidson. lawyer Terri-Lynn Williams-Davidson. 
Female Supernatural Beings of Haida Female Supernatural Beings of Haida 
Gwaii are re-imagined through Gwaii are re-imagined through 
photomontages, film, and sound to photomontages, film, and sound to 
convey origin stories and oral traditions convey origin stories and oral traditions 
from the Haida Nation. Passed on from from the Haida Nation. Passed on from 
generation to generation, these important generation to generation, these important 
narratives illustrate Haida laws, values, narratives illustrate Haida laws, values, 
customs, rituals and relationships with customs, rituals and relationships with 
earthly and metaphysical realms.earthly and metaphysical realms.
billreidgallery.cabillreidgallery.ca
  
TO MAY 10 
Ship’s Company: The 
Royal Canadian Navy 
at Work & Play 
Vancouver Maritime Museum Vancouver Maritime Museum 
1905 Ogden Avenue 1905 Ogden Avenue 
Admission: $13.50 adults/$11 seniors/Admission: $13.50 adults/$11 seniors/
free for members See the photography free for members See the photography 
of Kathryn Mussallem celebrating the of Kathryn Mussallem celebrating the 
diverse humanity of Canadian naval diverse humanity of Canadian naval 
forces. This exhibition captures action-forces. This exhibition captures action-
packed drills, sailors focused on their packed drills, sailors focused on their 
work, light-hearted antics at sea and work, light-hearted antics at sea and 
on land, emotional homecomings and on land, emotional homecomings and 
the everyday in-between the everyday in-between moments. moments. 
vancouvermaritimemuseum.com/vancouvermaritimemuseum.com/
exhibit/ships- company-royal-exhibit/ships- company-royal-
canadian-navy-work-play canadian-navy-work-play 
  
TO JULY 24 
Teatro Intimo Del Flamenco 
1502 Duranleau Street1502 Duranleau Street
Granville IslandGranville Island
Saturdays at 3 pm & 5 pm Saturdays at 3 pm & 5 pm 
Admission: $12 Admission: $12 
The one-hour production features The one-hour production features 
live traditional flamenco music, dance, live traditional flamenco music, dance, 
storylines, puppetry and magic storylines, puppetry and magic 
performed by the Karen Flamenco performed by the Karen Flamenco 
Dance Company. This youngDance Company. This young
and innovative dance company will and innovative dance company will 
also perform classical and modern also perform classical and modern 
pieces along with compositions from pieces along with compositions from 
Bizet, Tchaikovsky, Mozart, as well Bizet, Tchaikovsky, Mozart, as well 
as variety of contemporary music. as variety of contemporary music. 
teatrointimodelflamenco.com teatrointimodelflamenco.com 
  

MARCH 4-7
Romeo + Juliet
Ballet BC
Queen Elizabeth TheatreQueen Elizabeth Theatre
650 Hamilton Street650 Hamilton Street
8 pm8 pm
Ballet BC returns to this iconic story Ballet BC returns to this iconic story 
set to Sergei Prokofiev’s score and set to Sergei Prokofiev’s score and 
choreographed by Medhi Walerski, an choreographed by Medhi Walerski, an 
original voice in international dance. original voice in international dance. 
With evocative set and lighting design With evocative set and lighting design 
by Dutch designer Theun Mosk, by Dutch designer Theun Mosk, 
Walerski conjures a thought-provoking Walerski conjures a thought-provoking 
and contemporary approach to the and contemporary approach to the 
familiar story of Romeo + Juliet.familiar story of Romeo + Juliet.
balletbc.comballetbc.com
  
MARCH 6-8
2020 Festival du Bois
Mackin ParkMackin Park
1046 Brunette Avenue, Coquitlam1046 Brunette Avenue, Coquitlam
The festival invites you to Maillardville, The festival invites you to Maillardville, 
the cradle of francophone culture in the cradle of francophone culture in 
BC. Come experience a taste of the BC. Come experience a taste of the 
community’s rich roots and traditions, community’s rich roots and traditions, 
featuring lively music and dance by artists featuring lively music and dance by artists 
from across the country in concerts and from across the country in concerts and 
workshops. Hear both traditional and workshops. Hear both traditional and 
new French Canadian and francophone new French Canadian and francophone 
folk, world and original music. Enjoy folk, world and original music. Enjoy 
on-site activities, sample delicious food on-site activities, sample delicious food 
and revel in an ambiance of welcome. and revel in an ambiance of welcome. 
festivaldubois.ca/festivaldubois.ca/
  
MARCH 6-28
Vancouver International 
Dance Festival 2020Dance Festival 2020
Various locationsVarious locations
The festival (VIDF) presents extraordinary The festival (VIDF) presents extraordinary 
contemporary dance performances at contemporary dance performances at 
various venues throughout Vancouver, various venues throughout Vancouver, 
featuring a diverse offering of free and featuring a diverse offering of free and 
paid events. The dance presentations paid events. The dance presentations 
range from the slow introspection of range from the slow introspection of 
butoh to the dynamic precision of ballet butoh to the dynamic precision of ballet 
and includes works from Ferenc Fehér and includes works from Ferenc Fehér 
Hungary), inDANCE (Toronto), ICHIGO-Hungary), inDANCE (Toronto), ICHIGO-
ICHIEH (Nelson), and local favourites ICHIEH (Nelson), and local favourites 
Shay Kuebler/Radical System Art, Olivia Shay Kuebler/Radical System Art, Olivia 
Shaffer, Kokoro Dance and many more.Shaffer, Kokoro Dance and many more.
vidf.cavidf.ca
  

C A L E N D A R  O F  E V E N T S  C A L E N D A R  O F  E V E N T S  
MARCH 7 & 8
West Van Run
Annual 5KM & 10KM Run/Walk in Annual 5KM & 10KM Run/Walk in 
West Vancouver featuring events West Vancouver featuring events 
on both Saturday and Sunday.on both Saturday and Sunday.
westvanrun.comwestvanrun.com
  
MARCH 8
International Women’s Day
Every year on March 8, thousands Every year on March 8, thousands 
of events are held throughout the of events are held throughout the 
world to inspire women and celebrate world to inspire women and celebrate 
achievements. A global web of rich and achievements. A global web of rich and 
diverse local activity connects women diverse local activity connects women 
from all around the world, ranging from from all around the world, ranging from 
political rallies, business conferences, political rallies, business conferences, 
government activities and networking government activities and networking 
events, as well as local women’s events, as well as local women’s 
craft markets, theatrical performances, craft markets, theatrical performances, 
fashion parades and more. The City fashion parades and more. The City 
celebrates this day by highlighting celebrates this day by highlighting 
issues of importance to local women, issues of importance to local women, 
and by highlighting the important roles and by highlighting the important roles 
women in our communities play.women in our communities play.
plancanada.ca/IWDplancanada.ca/IWD

MARCH 8
Run for Rural Medicine
Jericho Beach ParkJericho Beach Park
The 16th annual Run for Rural Medicine The 16th annual Run for Rural Medicine 
charity organized by students of UBC’s charity organized by students of UBC’s 
Faculty of Medicine with a chip-timed Faculty of Medicine with a chip-timed 
5/10 km run/walk. All proceeds from 5/10 km run/walk. All proceeds from 
this charitable event will be donated this charitable event will be donated 
to Hope Air to help Canadians in to Hope Air to help Canadians in 
financial need receive free travel financial need receive free travel 
to medical care far from home.to medical care far from home.
https://ruralrun.wordpress.com/https://ruralrun.wordpress.com/

MARCH 13
CelticFest 2020
CelticFest 2020 Ceilidh Mor – a St. CelticFest 2020 Ceilidh Mor – a St. 
Patrick’s Day party and dance at the Patrick’s Day party and dance at the 
Hellenic Community Centre at 4500 Hellenic Community Centre at 4500 
Arbutus Street in Vancouver.Arbutus Street in Vancouver.

MARCH 14 
Vancouver Welsh Men’s Choir
A concert by Vancouver’s largest all-A concert by Vancouver’s largest all-
male choir at Christ Church Cathedral at male choir at Christ Church Cathedral at 
690 Burrard Street. Tickets cost $15-40.690 Burrard Street. Tickets cost $15-40.

MARCH 14 
St. Patrick’s Day 5K Run 
A colourfully-green race A colourfully-green race 
around Stanley Park.around Stanley Park.

MARCH 15
Vancouver Welsh Men’s Choir
A concert by Vancouver’s largest all-A concert by Vancouver’s largest all-
male choir at the ACT Theatre in male choir at the ACT Theatre in 
Maple Ridge. Tickets cost $15-30.Maple Ridge. Tickets cost $15-30.

MARCH 15
St. Patrick’s at Lonsdale Quay  
The Eire Born Irish Dancers and The Eire Born Irish Dancers and 
North Shore Celtic Ensemble per-North Shore Celtic Ensemble per-
form at Lonsdale Quay in North form at Lonsdale Quay in North 
Vancouver. (Details to be confirmed.)Vancouver. (Details to be confirmed.)
vancouversbestplaces.com/vancouversbestplaces.com/
st-patricks-in-vancouver/st-patricks-in-vancouver/

MARCH 17
St. Patrick’s Day St. Patrick’s Day 
Weekend EventsWeekend Events
  
MARCH 20
Persian New Year Fire Festival
Ambleside ParkAmbleside Park
1150 Marine Drive, West Vancouver1150 Marine Drive, West Vancouver
5-10:30 pm5-10:30 pm
Admission: $10Admission: $10
The Persian New Year, or Norooz or The Persian New Year, or Norooz or 
Nowruz, is celebrated with a concert, Nowruz, is celebrated with a concert, 
fires and festivities. Vancouver’s North fires and festivities. Vancouver’s North 
Shore has a large Iranian population Shore has a large Iranian population 
and in good years as many as 10,000 and in good years as many as 10,000 
to 15,000 people turn out for the West to 15,000 people turn out for the West 
Vancouver celebrations. The Persian New Vancouver celebrations. The Persian New 
Year event in West Vancouver offers Year event in West Vancouver offers 
the Lower Mainland’s best opportunity the Lower Mainland’s best opportunity 
to experience Persian culture, New to experience Persian culture, New 
Year’s celebrations and even a bit of Year’s celebrations and even a bit of 
Persian rock and roll. Nowruz festivities Persian rock and roll. Nowruz festivities 
include Persian music, food, dancing include Persian music, food, dancing 
and fire jumping. As with every year, all and fire jumping. As with every year, all 
are welcome and thousands turn out.are welcome and thousands turn out.
vancouversbestplaces.com/events-vancouversbestplaces.com/events-
calendar/festivals-and-events/calendar/festivals-and-events/
persian-new-year/persian-new-year/

MARCH 20 & 21
RUBBERBANDance Group
Vancouver PlayhouseVancouver Playhouse
600 Hamilton Street600 Hamilton Street
Montreal-based company Montreal-based company 
RUBBERBANDance presents RUBBERBANDance presents 
choreographer Victor Quijada’s work choreographer Victor Quijada’s work 
with ten performers and live music with ten performers and live music 
by composer/DJ Jasper Gahunia by composer/DJ Jasper Gahunia 
and violinist William Lamoureux. and violinist William Lamoureux. 
dancehouse.cadancehouse.ca
  

MARCH 25-29
Vancouver International 
Auto Show
Vancouver Convention Centre WetVancouver Convention Centre Wet
1055 Canada Place1055 Canada Place
The Auto Show is Western Canada’s The Auto Show is Western Canada’s 
best attended consumer show and one best attended consumer show and one 
of Western North America’s premier of Western North America’s premier 
automotive exhibition events. The history automotive exhibition events. The history 
of the automobile in British Columbia of the automobile in British Columbia 
provides a road map for the development provides a road map for the development 
of communities throughout the province; of communities throughout the province; 
from north to south and east to west from north to south and east to west 
the industry has touched every corner. the industry has touched every corner. 
Just as the arrival of train travel allowed Just as the arrival of train travel allowed 
cities to grow, the personal automobile cities to grow, the personal automobile 
has helped British Columbia to become has helped British Columbia to become 
far more than a port gateway. BC is one far more than a port gateway. BC is one 
of the best places to live in the world of the best places to live in the world 
and our love affair with the automobile and our love affair with the automobile 
can be seen throughout this amazing can be seen throughout this amazing 
province with long-standing dealer retail province with long-standing dealer retail 
outlets selling a variety of brands for outlets selling a variety of brands for 
over 100 years. The 100th Anniversary over 100 years. The 100th Anniversary 
Show begins with a procession through Show begins with a procession through 
the city and features vehicles from each the city and features vehicles from each 
decade of the Vancouver Auto Show. decade of the Vancouver Auto Show. 
vancouverinternationalautoshow.comvancouverinternationalautoshow.com
  
MARCH 25-APRIL 5
FourPlay 2020
Studio 58/Langara CollegeStudio 58/Langara College
100 West 49th Avenue100 West 49th Avenue
Admission: $12.50Admission: $12.50
This is the 13th year of this popular This is the 13th year of this popular 
festival of one-act plays, featuring festival of one-act plays, featuring 
original work by Studio 58 students and original work by Studio 58 students and 
recent graduates, under the tutelage recent graduates, under the tutelage 
of award-winning playwright Aaron of award-winning playwright Aaron 
Bushkowsky. In two exciting programs, Bushkowsky. In two exciting programs, 
directed by four of BC’s best directors, directed by four of BC’s best directors, 
the playwrights delve into contemporary the playwrights delve into contemporary 
themes with a sharp eye and fresh voice.themes with a sharp eye and fresh voice.
langara.ca/studio-58/langara.ca/studio-58/
  
MARCH 27-29
Vancouver South 
African Film Festival
Co-presented with SFU Co-presented with SFU 
Woodward’s Cultural ProgramsWoodward’s Cultural Programs
Goldcorp Centre for the ArtsGoldcorp Centre for the Arts
149 Hastings Street149 Hastings Street
The Vancouver South African Film The Vancouver South African Film 
Festival presents feature films and Festival presents feature films and 
documentaries that explore the culture, documentaries that explore the culture, 
history and politics of South Africa – films history and politics of South Africa – films 
that inspire, inform, and entertain. This that inspire, inform, and entertain. This 
is a non-profit event organized entirely is a non-profit event organized entirely 
by volunteers with all proceeds going by volunteers with all proceeds going 
to support the educational development to support the educational development 
work done by Education without work done by Education without 
Borders in South Africa since 2002.Borders in South Africa since 2002.
vsaff.orgvsaff.org
  

March
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MARCH 28
Count down to Earth Hour
8:30 pm local time8:30 pm local time
Switch off your lights and Switch off your lights and 
#Connect2Earth to draw attention to #Connect2Earth to draw attention to 
wildlife loss in Canada and around wildlife loss in Canada and around 
the world. In Canada, populations the world. In Canada, populations 
of more than one-half of monitored of more than one-half of monitored 
species have already declined by species have already declined by 
83 per cent on average since 1970. 83 per cent on average since 1970. 
Globally, we’re on track to lose 67 per Globally, we’re on track to lose 67 per 
cent of wildlife populations by 2020. cent of wildlife populations by 2020. 
The causes? Habitat loss, pollution, The causes? Habitat loss, pollution, 
unsustainable harvest, invasive species unsustainable harvest, invasive species 
and climate change, which risks causing and climate change, which risks causing 
one in six species to go extinct.one in six species to go extinct.
  
This year, when you turn out the This year, when you turn out the 
lights, show that you want to reverse lights, show that you want to reverse 
the decline of wildlife and visit the decline of wildlife and visit 
Connect2Earth.org to share what Connect2Earth.org to share what 
wildlife and nature means to you.wildlife and nature means to you.
  
To help reverse wildlife decline, To help reverse wildlife decline, 
WWF-Canada works toward:WWF-Canada works toward:
Meaningful marine and Meaningful marine and 
coastal protectionscoastal protections
Healthy freshwater ecosystemsHealthy freshwater ecosystems
Responsible development Responsible development 
solutions that conserve wildlifesolutions that conserve wildlife
Low-impact sustainable fisheriesLow-impact sustainable fisheries
Renewable energy expansion Renewable energy expansion 
without conflict with wildlifewithout conflict with wildlife
Doubling wild tiger population by 2022Doubling wild tiger population by 2022
Engaging Canadians to protect natureEngaging Canadians to protect nature
connect2earth.orgconnect2earth.org
  

APRIL 2-26
Vancouver Cherry 
Blossom Festival 
Locations throughout VancouverLocations throughout Vancouver
Petal by Petal...There’s more to Petal by Petal...There’s more to 
experience than just their beauty...experience than just their beauty...
The festival celebrates spring and The festival celebrates spring and 
connects our communities through connects our communities through 
a variety of family-friendly, free a variety of family-friendly, free 
community events, including local community events, including local 
multicultural performances, hands-on multicultural performances, hands-on 
arts and literary creations, amazing arts and literary creations, amazing 
food experiences, picnicking under food experiences, picnicking under 
cherry blossoms, a spectacular evening cherry blossoms, a spectacular evening 
cherry blossom illumination and more.cherry blossom illumination and more.
  
The festival is the city’s signature The festival is the city’s signature 
springtime event and annual celebration springtime event and annual celebration 
of cherry blossoms inspired by the age-of cherry blossoms inspired by the age-
old Japanese cultural tradition of hanami old Japanese cultural tradition of hanami 
(flower viewing).  “There is no stranger (flower viewing).  “There is no stranger 
under the cherry tree,” welcomes under the cherry tree,” welcomes 
inclusion, participation and celebration of inclusion, participation and celebration of 
all community groups. The transcendent all community groups. The transcendent 
beauty of the cherry blossom reminds us beauty of the cherry blossom reminds us 
to be mindful and present in the moment to be mindful and present in the moment 
to fully enjoy every fleeting moment. to fully enjoy every fleeting moment. 
vcbf.cavcbf.ca

March
QUESTION – WHAT IS THE BEST 
SCHOOL FOR MY CHILD?

ANSWER – It depends on the quality of the teachers and It depends on the quality of the teachers and 
how your child learns best.how your child learns best.

Let’s look at the teachers first.  Many parents judge a school by Let’s look at the teachers first.  Many parents judge a school by 
its reputation but a school’s reputation is only as good as the its reputation but a school’s reputation is only as good as the 
teachers in it.  And these teachers move.  A school that had teachers in it.  And these teachers move.  A school that had 
good teachers a few years ago may not have good teachers good teachers a few years ago may not have good teachers 
now and conversely a school with a poor reputation may now now and conversely a school with a poor reputation may now 
have excellent teachers.  have excellent teachers.  

So be careful going by the reputation that schools have.  Check So be careful going by the reputation that schools have.  Check 
out what is happening in the school NOW – not five years ago.out what is happening in the school NOW – not five years ago.

Then there is the question of whether the school is right for Then there is the question of whether the school is right for 
YOUR child.  A child who learns best in a structured environment YOUR child.  A child who learns best in a structured environment 
will not do well in a school that has a more liberal approach to will not do well in a school that has a more liberal approach to 
teaching and a child who will benefit from a less formal learning teaching and a child who will benefit from a less formal learning 
environment will not be happy in a school that relies on structure environment will not be happy in a school that relies on structure 
and formality to help kids learn.and formality to help kids learn.

Take time to consider the type of school environment that would Take time to consider the type of school environment that would 
fit your child’s learning needs.  You can always visit the school fit your child’s learning needs.  You can always visit the school 
and ask about their philosophy of teaching.  Then make a and ask about their philosophy of teaching.  Then make a 
decision for your child based on what you have learned.decision for your child based on what you have learned.

The best school for your child is the one in which he will be The best school for your child is the one in which he will be 
happy – and you will be happy to have him there.happy – and you will be happy to have him there.

QUESTION – DOES MY CHILD 
HAVE A LEARNING DISABILITY?  
HOW CAN I TELL?
Answer -  Many children struggle to learn at some time in their Answer -  Many children struggle to learn at some time in their 
school career.  They lose self-confidence and may even stop school career.  They lose self-confidence and may even stop 
learning all together.  This is not unusual but it does create worry learning all together.  This is not unusual but it does create worry 
and confusion.and confusion.

If your child had a learning disability the school would have If your child had a learning disability the school would have 
noticed it and either spoken to you or applied for additional help noticed it and either spoken to you or applied for additional help 
to support the child.  A learning disability is not something that to support the child.  A learning disability is not something that 
children can easily overcome and may be with them for their children can easily overcome and may be with them for their 
lifetime.lifetime.

However, if your child has a learning DIFFICULTY things are However, if your child has a learning DIFFICULTY things are 
different.  Children struggle to learn for a variety of reasons but different.  Children struggle to learn for a variety of reasons but 
with the correct support children experiencing a learning difficulty with the correct support children experiencing a learning difficulty 
can overcome their learning hurdles and move on.  can overcome their learning hurdles and move on.  

HOW DO YOU KNOW 
THE DIFFERENCE?  
Learning difficulties often arise when a child has been through Learning difficulties often arise when a child has been through 
a transition of some kind: a new teacher, a new school, moving a transition of some kind: a new teacher, a new school, moving 
from elementary to intermediate or high school.  Parents of from elementary to intermediate or high school.  Parents of 
children with learning difficulties know that their child ‘could do children with learning difficulties know that their child ‘could do 
better’ they just don’t know how to ‘better’ make happen.better’ they just don’t know how to ‘better’ make happen.

Parents of children with learning disabilities know that their child Parents of children with learning disabilities know that their child 
has a long term problem and will need specialized help.has a long term problem and will need specialized help.

Don’t mistake a difficulty for a disability.  Difficulties can be Don’t mistake a difficulty for a disability.  Difficulties can be 
handled and solved.  Disabilities not so much.handled and solved.  Disabilities not so much.

After many years as a classroom teacher and researcher and After many years as a classroom teacher and researcher and 
after working with hundreds of parents who were concerned after working with hundreds of parents who were concerned 
about their child’s education, I have discovered the three simple about their child’s education, I have discovered the three simple 
steps that parents can use to guarantee that they are giving their steps that parents can use to guarantee that they are giving their 
child the type of support that leads to school success.child the type of support that leads to school success.

Dr. Patricia Porter has more than 35 years of experience as Dr. Patricia Porter has more than 35 years of experience as 
a classroom teacher and ten years as a researcher. She has a classroom teacher and ten years as a researcher. She has 
worked with hundreds of parents with concerns about education worked with hundreds of parents with concerns about education 
and how best to achieve school success. For more information, and how best to achieve school success. For more information, 
contact her at drpatriciaporter@leadingtolearning.com contact her at drpatriciaporter@leadingtolearning.com 

By Dr. Patricia PorterBy Dr. Patricia Porter

LET’S TALK LET’S TALK 
EDUCATIONEDUCATIONAPRIL 25 & APRIL 26

Still/Falling
Green Thumb TheatreGreen Thumb Theatre
Waterfront TheatreWaterfront Theatre
1412 Cartwright Street, 1412 Cartwright Street, 
Granville IslandGranville Island
April 25 @ 2 pm & 7 pm April 25 @ 2 pm & 7 pm 
& April 26 @ 2 pm& April 26 @ 2 pm
Admission:  Adults $35, Seniors/Admission:  Adults $35, Seniors/
Students $29, Young People Students $29, Young People 
(Ages 3-18 years) $18(Ages 3-18 years) $18
This production is a realistic, honest This production is a realistic, honest 
and bitingly funny look at the difference and bitingly funny look at the difference 
between teen angst and mental illness. between teen angst and mental illness. 
Still/Falling explores one young woman’s Still/Falling explores one young woman’s 
experience with anxiety and depression, experience with anxiety and depression, 
and her journey to rise above it with and her journey to rise above it with 
as much strength, and as few scars, as much strength, and as few scars, 
as possible. Public performances as possible. Public performances 
will be paired with panel discussions will be paired with panel discussions 
led by professional mental health led by professional mental health 
workers and advocates. Resource workers and advocates. Resource 
materials will be available to audiences. materials will be available to audiences. 
Recommended for ages 12 and older.Recommended for ages 12 and older.
carouseltheatre.cacarouseltheatre.ca

APRIL 26 
VanDusen Plant Sale
VanDusen Botanical GardenVanDusen Botanical Garden
5151 Oak Street 5151 Oak Street 
10 am-4 pm 10 am-4 pm 
FreeFree
The 42nd annual plant sale with more The 42nd annual plant sale with more 
than 30,000 plants for sale with all than 30,000 plants for sale with all 
proceeds going to the Garden in proceeds going to the Garden in 
support of its Education programs. support of its Education programs. 
Bring your wagon or wheelbarrow.Bring your wagon or wheelbarrow.
vandusengarden.org/vandusengarden.org/
events/42nd-annual-plant-sale/events/42nd-annual-plant-sale/
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Joe Ramirez, Principal & Certified Adlerian Joe Ramirez, Principal & Certified Adlerian 
Psychotherapist of Clear Counselling on Psychotherapist of Clear Counselling on 
Granville Street, graduated with a Master of Granville Street, graduated with a Master of 
Counselling from Adler University and is a Counselling from Adler University and is a 
Certified Adlerian Psychotherapist through Certified Adlerian Psychotherapist through 
the Adlerian Psychology Association of the Adlerian Psychology Association of 
BC. BC. 

Adlerian therapy is the original positive Adlerian therapy is the original positive 
psychology based on Alfred Adler’s psychology based on Alfred Adler’s 
tenets that life is movement, and mental tenets that life is movement, and mental 
well-being is inter-connected with well-being is inter-connected with 
one’s community. Adler, one of Freud’s one’s community. Adler, one of Freud’s 
contemporaries and rivals, and the contemporaries and rivals, and the 
father of Individual Psychology, Group father of Individual Psychology, Group 
Psychology, and Child Psychology, built Psychology, and Child Psychology, built 
his therapeutic approach on what is his therapeutic approach on what is 
right about you and your life and usually right about you and your life and usually 
begins with the question: What’s holding begins with the question: What’s holding 
you back?you back?

“I moved to Vancouver 20 years ago “I moved to Vancouver 20 years ago 
from San Francisco,” Joe says, “and from San Francisco,” Joe says, “and 
live in the downtown area with my live in the downtown area with my 
husband Frank James and 17-year-old husband Frank James and 17-year-old 
son Devon. Originally I moved here to son Devon. Originally I moved here to 
study biochemistry in BCIT’S Biomedical study biochemistry in BCIT’S Biomedical 
Engineering program, but realized that Engineering program, but realized that 
something wasn’t working for me so I something wasn’t working for me so I 
transferred to UBC and completed my transferred to UBC and completed my 
undergrad studies in Psychology. undergrad studies in Psychology. 

“Vancouver has been the ideal place for “Vancouver has been the ideal place for 
a gay family raising a child in a supportive a gay family raising a child in a supportive 
and open community, and has many of and open community, and has many of 
the same values as San Francisco, a big the same values as San Francisco, a big 
city but with a small town, progressive city but with a small town, progressive 
atmosphere. We particularly enjoy the atmosphere. We particularly enjoy the 
city’s diversity, the varied food and city’s diversity, the varied food and 
entertainment choices, the sea wall and entertainment choices, the sea wall and 
Stanley Park, sister to San Francisco’s Stanley Park, sister to San Francisco’s 
Golden Gate Park and it’s only 20 minutes Golden Gate Park and it’s only 20 minutes 

to almost any out-door activity imaginable. to almost any out-door activity imaginable. 
It’s also important to us to have access to It’s also important to us to have access to 
the city’s supportive educational advocacy the city’s supportive educational advocacy 
for the LGBTQ community.for the LGBTQ community.

“After my son’s birth in 2002, I was a “After my son’s birth in 2002, I was a 
stay- at-home dad for three years. We stay- at-home dad for three years. We 
adopted our son before many US states adopted our son before many US states 
allowed adoption by gay parents, and allowed adoption by gay parents, and 
prior to Canada’s legalization of same-prior to Canada’s legalization of same-
sex marriage. Years ago, we became part sex marriage. Years ago, we became part 
of a local documentary series profiling of a local documentary series profiling 
gay parents called Adoption Stories which gay parents called Adoption Stories which 
included interviews with our son’s birth included interviews with our son’s birth 
mother. It was an unforeseen blessing mother. It was an unforeseen blessing 
because she suddenly past away seven because she suddenly past away seven 
months after Devon’s birth. months after Devon’s birth. 

Joe opened his own business almost Joe opened his own business almost 
by accident Joe Ramirez Counselling by accident Joe Ramirez Counselling 
in 2012. “My son has ADHD, is on the in 2012. “My son has ADHD, is on the 
Autism Spectrum and is gifted, so I couldn’t Autism Spectrum and is gifted, so I couldn’t 
maintain a regular job. I had to create my maintain a regular job. I had to create my 
own future and income stream in a way own future and income stream in a way 
that would allow me to be available for that would allow me to be available for 
Devon when he needed me. A few years Devon when he needed me. A few years 
later, I changed my business model and later, I changed my business model and 
opened Clear Counselling in 2016 that opened Clear Counselling in 2016 that 
wasn’t a one man office but included a wasn’t a one man office but included a 
team of very competent counsellors for team of very competent counsellors for 
clients to choose from.” clients to choose from.” 

While Joe was still a student, he While Joe was still a student, he 
volunteered with Vancouver Police victim volunteered with Vancouver Police victim 
services and remembers being stunned services and remembers being stunned 
by the available resources for women by the available resources for women 
who had been sexually assaulted but the who had been sexually assaulted but the 
lack of support for men. “It led me to lack of support for men. “It led me to 
contact the BC Society for Male Survivors contact the BC Society for Male Survivors 
where I suddenly found myself acting as where I suddenly found myself acting as 
an advocate for male survivors of sexual an advocate for male survivors of sexual 
abuse. abuse. 

By Richard ForzleyBy Richard Forzley

BEING TRUE BEING TRUE 
TO YOUR TO YOUR 
AUTHENTIC AUTHENTIC 
SELFSELF

“That led me to teach other front line workers via “That led me to teach other front line workers via 
the Justice Institute of BC, and eventually to create the Justice Institute of BC, and eventually to create 
the first LGBT Victim Services program. Clearly there the first LGBT Victim Services program. Clearly there 
was a need for an effective private practice that could was a need for an effective private practice that could 
support male survivors of sexual abuse and deal support male survivors of sexual abuse and deal 
with men’s individual and relationship counselling. with men’s individual and relationship counselling. 

“For me, this isn’t just a business, but a lifestyle “For me, this isn’t just a business, but a lifestyle 
that fulfills my need to make a difference in the that fulfills my need to make a difference in the 
community on multiple levels. I’ve also been able to community on multiple levels. I’ve also been able to 
provide a rare opportunity for a private practice that provide a rare opportunity for a private practice that 
requires each counsellor in practicum to provide requires each counsellor in practicum to provide 
250 free counselling sessions to the community 250 free counselling sessions to the community 
without any outside financial contributions. without any outside financial contributions. 

“I see my work as a great honour, allowing me “I see my work as a great honour, allowing me 
to develop beautiful relationships with Vancouver’s to develop beautiful relationships with Vancouver’s 
challenging and rich community, regardless of age, challenging and rich community, regardless of age, 
race, financial capacity or social status. I’m the first race, financial capacity or social status. I’m the first 
to accept the challenge of helping people with their to accept the challenge of helping people with their 
complex lifestyles. Bring it on, I say. Tell me what complex lifestyles. Bring it on, I say. Tell me what 
you need to be you. you need to be you. 

“I’ve learned that to create, give and live a lifestyle with “I’ve learned that to create, give and live a lifestyle with 
meaning and purpose, to live as your unapologetic meaning and purpose, to live as your unapologetic 
authentic self, is a truly great gift.” authentic self, is a truly great gift.” 

470 GRANVILLE ST,  VANCOUVER BC 

604 620 5010
OFFICE@CLEARCOUNSELLING.CA

Individual Counselling
Couples Counselling

Sex Therapy

FOR WHAT MATTERS TO YOU

JOE RAMIREZ & ASSOCIATES

Youth Classifieds
Hey Kids! Free Advertising!

Neighbourhood Classifieds
Free Classifieds

Be in business for yourself and make a little money – all while helping 
your neighbours! To place your free classified offering services, go to 
www.bestversionmedia.com and click “Submit Content.” Please limit to 
40 words. Please be advised that all communication regarding Kids’ 
Classifieds will be directed through a parent or guardian.

N E I G H B O U R H O O D  C L A S S I F I E D S

Have something to sell or give away? It might be just the thing your 
neighbour is looking for! To place your free classified, go to www.
bestversionmedia.com and click “Submit Content.” For free listings, ads 
must be 40 words or less, non-business related. You will receive email 
confirmation.

For Sale: Black metal futon frame, futon & bedding $25
Contact Paulette Johnston, 
604-928-8731 or paulettegj@hotmail.com

Restaurant:
:::: :: ::: :::
::::::::::::

Pie Shop:
:::: :: ::: :::

::::::::::::

:: :ak: prid: in s:r:ing ::: fin:s: local organic food a:ailabl: in 
Vancou::r: :: aim :o work dir:c:ly wi:: local organic farms :o :nsur: 

::a: our m:nu :as ::: small:s: :cological foo:prin: possibl::�Join us for 
br:akfas:, brunc: or lunc: : days a w::k and mak: sur: :o l:a:: room for 

d:ss:r:…c:oos: from our s:l:c:ion of o::r 1: famous organic pi:s!

Local, Organic, 
In S:ason :::

c l i n i c a h o l i s t i c a . n e t   6 0 4 - 7 3 0 - 5 5 0 3 
2 1 0 - 2 7 6 0 W e s t B r o a d w a y

Here to help you...

Registered Massage Therapy 

Acupuncture 

Hypnotherapy

Reiki

Sound Therapy

Life Coaching & more.

Live
your
best
life!
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CONTACT US
604-737-2101

kitspoint@shaw.ca
ki tspointdental .com
1891 Cornwal l  Ave.

Vancouver ,  BC,

OFFICE HOURS
MON: 8AM - 5PM
TUE: 8AM - 5PM
WED: 8AM - 5PM

THUR: 8AM - 5PM
FRI :  8AM - 3PM

We're committed to providing you with 
the best possible dental care in a 
friendly, comfortable environment.

Kits Point 
Dental Group

EVERTHING YOU NEED TO KEEP SMILING!

NEW PATIENTS ALWAYS WELCOME

“Beauty is only skin deep” is an old English proverb that suggests “Beauty is only skin deep” is an old English proverb that suggests 
we cannot see the true beauty of someone based solely on their we cannot see the true beauty of someone based solely on their 
looks, that being a good person, the person you really want to looks, that being a good person, the person you really want to 
be, is more important than ideal beauty. be, is more important than ideal beauty. 

For most of us though, we actually do evaluate our own beauty For most of us though, we actually do evaluate our own beauty 
based on what we see when we looking in the mirror. We tend based on what we see when we looking in the mirror. We tend 
to be very critical when see how smooth our skin is and whether to be very critical when see how smooth our skin is and whether 
or not our features truly represent how we feel or what they say or not our features truly represent how we feel or what they say 
about who we are. This is challenging since it forces us to notice about who we are. This is challenging since it forces us to notice 
how the wear and tear of aging takes its toll on our faces and how the wear and tear of aging takes its toll on our faces and 
bodies. bodies. 

As the years pass by, we notice changes in our skin, facial As the years pass by, we notice changes in our skin, facial 
contours and skeletal structure. It is natural, of course, as gravity contours and skeletal structure. It is natural, of course, as gravity 
impacts our loose skin, facial tissue and even fat. We don’t feel impacts our loose skin, facial tissue and even fat. We don’t feel 
older, just look older. Fortunately there are plenty of opportunities older, just look older. Fortunately there are plenty of opportunities 
for us to age gracefully and beautifully. for us to age gracefully and beautifully. 

We know that there are some basic lifestyle changes that can We know that there are some basic lifestyle changes that can 
help us to feel good, including daily exercise, healthy eating, a help us to feel good, including daily exercise, healthy eating, a 
vibrant social life and a work-play balance … yet none of these vibrant social life and a work-play balance … yet none of these 
things help when we look in the mirror at our aging faces. things help when we look in the mirror at our aging faces. 
Wrinkles, those signs of the skin’s natural laxity, make us wish Wrinkles, those signs of the skin’s natural laxity, make us wish 
we had known earlier that relaxing muscles between our eyes we had known earlier that relaxing muscles between our eyes 
could prevent those deep vertical scars. “My grandchild thinks could prevent those deep vertical scars. “My grandchild thinks 
I am cross with him all the time,” a friend said to me the other I am cross with him all the time,” a friend said to me the other 
day. Now she is treating those lines with Botox and has had the day. Now she is treating those lines with Botox and has had the 
crevasse filled, making her look relaxed and ready to face the crevasse filled, making her look relaxed and ready to face the 
world without a scowling face. world without a scowling face. 

Interestingly, concern about aging is a fairly recent phenomena. Interestingly, concern about aging is a fairly recent phenomena. 
In 1900, newspaper headlines noted that the average life span In 1900, newspaper headlines noted that the average life span 
would exceed 50 years. Today, our bodies are more able to would exceed 50 years. Today, our bodies are more able to 
fight off bacteria and viruses and the longevity of our organs has fight off bacteria and viruses and the longevity of our organs has 
been extended because we know how to live life in a healthy, been extended because we know how to live life in a healthy, 
life-extending way. Simply surviving is not the goal as it once life-extending way. Simply surviving is not the goal as it once 
was. Instead we want to live well and look as healthy as we feel. was. Instead we want to live well and look as healthy as we feel. 

The aging process also affects our interactions with others. The The aging process also affects our interactions with others. The 
most important person in the aging process is us, the person most important person in the aging process is us, the person 
who looks in the mirror. We take our faces with us wherever we who looks in the mirror. We take our faces with us wherever we 
go. We care about the effect of our face on others. We notice as go. We care about the effect of our face on others. We notice as 
our skin hangs around the eye-socket, making our eyes feel old; our skin hangs around the eye-socket, making our eyes feel old; 
as our cheeks flatten out and we develop jowls; as the nasolabial as our cheeks flatten out and we develop jowls; as the nasolabial 
fold begins to be the focus of our once strong supported facial fold begins to be the focus of our once strong supported facial 
contour; as our lips disappear as the nose tilts down and the contour; as our lips disappear as the nose tilts down and the 
chin curls in on itself. Aging isn’t fun especially when we look in chin curls in on itself. Aging isn’t fun especially when we look in 
the mirror. But does it really matter when we all know that beauty the mirror. But does it really matter when we all know that beauty 
is only skin deep? is only skin deep? 

In truth, we know we are beautiful inside and yet we still want In truth, we know we are beautiful inside and yet we still want 
those tell tale effects of aging to go away. As medical advances those tell tale effects of aging to go away. As medical advances 
have managed to keep us alive for so much longer, it has have managed to keep us alive for so much longer, it has 
also created the possibility to age gracefully through cosmetic also created the possibility to age gracefully through cosmetic 
enhancement, possible through the development of hyaluronic enhancement, possible through the development of hyaluronic 
acid which helps reduce the visibility of fine lines and wrinkles, acid which helps reduce the visibility of fine lines and wrinkles, 
retaining the skin’s moisture and creating a plumping effect. retaining the skin’s moisture and creating a plumping effect. 
When the skin is protected and hydrated, increased skin cell When the skin is protected and hydrated, increased skin cell 
production can take place, as the skin isn’t fighting for hydration. production can take place, as the skin isn’t fighting for hydration. 
Ultimately this leads to smoother, plumper skin cells and a Ultimately this leads to smoother, plumper skin cells and a 
younger, healthier, more beautiful you.younger, healthier, more beautiful you.
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E X P E R T  C O N T R I B U T O R

A limerick is a five-line silly poem, characterized by its AABBA 
rhyme scheme. Since the name is said to refer to Limerick, 
Ireland, these little poems have long been associated with St. 
Patrick’s Day. Whether this is lore or fact, limericks are always 
humorous to both write and read! Try your hand at writing a 
limerick using these simple steps.

* Before getting started, remember to follow the AABBA rhyme 
scheme. Lines 1, 2 and 5 typically have 8-9 syllables while lines 
3-4 should have 5-6 syllables.

STEP 1
Come up with a premise (set the scene for your poem). 

Examples: 
Well what if I went to the moon?
There once was a Knight from Milwaukee. 
There once was a girl from St. Pete.

STEP 2
Write the second line, and be sure it rhymes with line 1. 
  Example:
  I wouldn’t be home very soon. 

STEP 3
Following the AABBA scheme, create lines 3 and 4. These are 
shorter and should rhyme with each other. Don’t forget the 
silly factor!
  Example:
  If it’s made out of cheese,

I’ll eat what I please.

STEP 4
Dream up the final line. It will rhyme with lines 1 and 2 and 
have 8-9 syllables. 
  Example: 

And never get sent to my room. 

STEP 5
Find an audience and read your poem aloud! Here is how our 
example turned out:

Well what if I went to the moon?
  I wouldn’t be home very soon.
  If it’s made out of cheese,

I’ll eat what I please.
And never get sent to my room. 

Happy writing!
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